
VOLUNTEER MANUAL 



WELCOME



Welcome! 

Thank you for volunteering at Albany Therapeutic Riding 

Center. ATRC’s programs would not be possible without the 

dedication of our volunteers. Each and every volunteer 

continues to make possible the safe and high quality 

program to which we aspire. We welcome you as a member 

of the ATRC team! 

Please do not hesitate to share your questions and opinions 

throughout your time with us. We strive to make our 

volunteer program an enriching experience.



Mission 

Albany Therapeutic Riding Center, Inc. strives to provide, 

promote, and encourage the benefits of equine facilitated 

therapeutics and activities by teaching horsemanship to 

individuals across multiple populations.

Vision 

Albany Therapeutic Riding Center, Inc.’s vision is to help 

individuals overcome obstacles through the healing 

relationship between horse and human.

EMPOWER LEARN MOTIVATE



Values

Respect Safety 

Enthusiasm 

Partnership 

Acceptance  Community Care 

Fun

Diversity

InclusionEducation

Ponies!



What is Therapeutic 
Horsemanship? 

Therapeutic Horsemanship describes equine activities 

(mounted and unmounted) organized and taught by certified 

instructors to people with disabilities or diverse needs. 

Students progress in equestrian skills while improving their 

cognitive, physical, emotional, social, and behavioral skills. 

ATRC offers therapeutic riding and ground programming. 

Learn more about programming at ATRC on our website: 

https://www.albanytherapeuticridingcenter.com/

https://www.albanytherapeuticridingcenter.com/
https://www.albanytherapeuticridingcenter.com/


What are the Benefits? 

The therapeutic horsemanship setting is a naturally motivating and sensory rich environment. When learning ground or 

riding skills, the participant must focus and attend to instructions, carry out multi-step tasks and respond to questions. 

Participants are often observed to gain confidence and self-esteem as they work as a team with their horse and volunteers. 

Therapeutic riding has been noted to enhance physical (balance, coordination, and strength) and cognitive skills. 

Read below about more of the benefits we see at ATRC:

Cognitive Benefits 

Paying attention, following 

directions, problem solving, 

decision making, task 

completion, 

and sensory 

integration.

Physical Benefit 
Muscle tone, posture, balance, body awareness, strength, fine 

motor skills, gross motor skills, range of motion, and flexibility. 

Social & Emotional Benefits 

Relationship building, communication skills, self-regulation, self-esteem, assertiveness, 

confidence, emotional tolerance, anxiety management, and behavior management. 



Volunteering at ATRCVolunteering 
at ATRC



Participant Qualifications 

ATRC’s Therapeutic Horsemanship program requires our riders to complete participant paperwork (including a medical release) which is 

then reviewed by staff. ATRC follows the Professional Association of Therapeutic Horsemanship, International (PATH, Intl. ︎®) 

Precautions and Contraindications guidelines. Once the paperwork has been reviewed, an on-site evaluation is scheduled. A participant 

will be accepted into our program, if there is a suitable group and time. ATRC may be unable to accommodate potential riders due to lack 

of available resources and program logistics (i.e., horses, equipment, availability, and/or volunteers). A rider may be placed on a waiting 

list. Participants accepted into the program are re-evaluated on a regular basis and may become ineligible due to height, weight, or 

behavior. 

Participant 
Requirement 
Age: 4 years of age for 

therapeutic riding and ground 

program 

Weight: 180lbs maximum 

for therapeutic riding 

Participant displays appropriate 

behavior to maintain safety.

Volunteer Opportunities 
ATRC depends on our volunteers for the quality programming we offer. We believe it is beneficial for 

our students to develop and foster a close-knit, educated community of volunteers. ATRC depends on 

volunteers for help in the office, in program, and on the farm. 

ATRC offers a variety of volunteer opportunities including but not limited to: 

• Barn/Farm maintenance 

• Leader 

• Side-walker 

• Ground program 

• Office assistance 

• Events 

• Special Projects



Volunteer Requirements Restrictions: 

•No gum chewing 

•No cell phone usage 

•No sharing food with participants 

•No hand feeding the horses

Volunteers Must 

• Be a minimum of 14 years old 

• Abide by all signed agreements 

• Commit to a minimum of 1 hour per week for the 

duration of a program session 

Clothing Recommendations 
• Tank tops should have at last a 

two-inch shoulder strap 

• Shirts should be no be no lower 

than one inch below collar bone 

• Pants should fit secure around 

hips 

• Dangly jewelry should be avoided 

as it is a safety concern 

• All content and images on 

clothing should be of an 

appropriate nature  

• Coats, sweatshirts and sweaters 

should be zipped when worn 

• Aromatic cologne, perfume and 

lotions should be avoided 

• Supported undergarments should 

be worn



Volunteer Levels 
Volunteer  name badges are labeled to represent experience 

and knowledge 

Team Leader: A “go-to” volunteer when you have 

a question and a staff member is occupied. They 

will be able to answer most questions or direct you 

to the correct staff member. Volunteers have been 

through all additional volunteer trainings at ATRC 

and have been recommended by staff to be a Team 

Leader. 

Team Leader Horse Leader Side-Walker

Horse Leader: Volunteers who have been through the initial orientation and 

the additional “Horsemanship Skills” training. They can lead horses in class 

and help in ground lessons. 

Side-walker: Volunteers who have been through the initial orientation and are 

qualified to assist students during mounted lessons. 

Schooling Program: Volunteers that have participated in program or barn for 

at least a year can apply and take a riding test. Volunteers will then be 

assigned a horse to ride up to twice a week. 



Volunteer Routine 

Please be sure to sign in and out. The volunteer attendance book is located on the Volunteer Sign in Desk by the Tack Room. This book will be 

used in an emergency so staff and emergency respondents know who is on property. Under the desk you will find your nametags to use for the 

day and then return. There is a lesson sheet detailing the schedule of events for the day. Here, you will see your daily assignments. 

The shelves  under the Volunteer Desk are where you may leave bags, purses, keys, phones, extra clothing, etc. ATRC is not responsible for any 

lost of misplaced items. 

As a side-walker, you may go to the arena and wait for your student to arrive. If you are a leader, you will groom and tack your horse for the 

lesson.

Dismissal Policy 
Volunteers/Guests may be dismissed from the program if they:\ 

• Are unable to perform the roles of a volunteer 

• Demonstrate unsafe, inappropriate, disruptive, or unsuitable behaviors 

while on-site. Behaviors will be addressed and if no suitable solution 

can be found, or volunteer does not follow the plan, volunteer will be 

dismissed 

• Are involved in multiple incidents 

• Do not adhere to the program rules 

Trainings We Offer 

• Horsemanship Skills Training 

(to work in the barn, volunteer in unmounted lessons, practice leading 

skills for mounted program, etc) 

• Horse Leader Training 

(learn to be the leader for mounted program) 

• Side-walker training 

(learn to be a sidewalker for mounted program) 

Others: To be determined by YOU! 

Please ask for the training that you would like!



Roles of a 
Volunteer in Program



Side-Walkers 

The job of a side-walker is to keep the student safe and help 

the student follow the directions of the instructor. There are 

usually one or two side-walkers partners with each student; 

the instructor will make these assignments. 

It is helpful to arrive fifteen minutes before the lesson is to 

begin. This is the time when the instructor can get the 

horses and volunteers organized and up to date with any 

new information they may need before the lesson begins. 

Side-walkers should greet their assigned student and help to 

get their helmet on.



Side-Walker Objectives & Goals 
The goal of the side-walker is to provide assistance to the student to have a safe and enjoyable experience 

•Talk to the instructor and follow his or her directions regarding the 

specific goals and strategies to use with your rider. 

•If there are two side-walkers, one sidewalker will be the lead 

communicator so as to not confuse or overwhelm the student. 

•Be aware that as a side-walker, your actions and interactions can help or 

hinder the student’s performance. 

•If you find something in particular works well with the rider, please share 

with the team and instructor, or leave a note in the Volunteer Desk. 

Try to keep extraneous discussions to a minimum, as it can distract the student. 



Physical Assists 
During Riding Program: 

A variety of holds are used to help stabilize the rider’s body. The instructor will always inform the volunteer if and when 

to use a hold. To be the most effective as a side-walker, you must keep yourself in the correct position at all times: this is 

directly at the leg of the rider, facing forward.

Heel Hold 
The side-walker holds on to the heel, or back of the 

rider’s shoe. Hold with firm pressure to stabilize 

the leg and foot of the rider. This hold may also be 

used if the rider has difficulty keeping his heel off 

the side of the horse

Ankle Hold 
The side-walker places inside hand around the 

front of the rider’s shin, cupping the stirrup 

leather with the rider’s leg. This hold if used 

when the rider’s leg is out in front of them, 

having difficulty keeping his or her leg in 

alignment with the hip.

Arm Over Thigh Hold 
The side-walker places forearm over the thigh of 

the rider and holds on to the front flap of the 

saddle. Make sure that there is firm, consistent 

pressure on the leg of the rider. Avoid putting 

pressure on any joints of the rider. Try to provide 

the hold at approximately the same point on each 

leg, for even pressure and support. This handhold 

is only done with two-sidewalkers as a one-sided 

hold could pull the rider off balance.

Standard  

Heel Hold

Heel Hold  

With Use  

of Thumb 

Ankle Hold  

With Use  

of Thumb 

Standard  

Ankle Hold Standard Arm Over Thigh Hold 



Therapeutic Riding Prompts 
During Riding Program: 

Side-walkers will help their student accomplish tasks throughout the lesson (i.e., stretching during warm up exercises, 

holding reins, steering, standing up in half seat, etc.) Assume a rider can do exercises and activities. However, prompts 

may be used to help a student complete tasks as directed by the instructor. 

Spotting 

Volunteers will be spotting their rider the majority of the time during the lesson. The volunteer will 

stay in the correct position next to the rider’s leg. Their shoulder should be in line with the rider’s hip.

Verbal Prompt 

This is a non-contact prompt. The side-

walker will talk the student through the 

task given by the instructor. (i.e. Look to 

the right, now use the right hand to pull 

the rein until the horse’s head turns) 

Tactile Prompt 

This is a gentle physical prompt. The 

side-walker may simply tap the correct 

hand that the student should be using to 

steer.

Hand Over Hand Prompt 

This is the most supportive of the prompts. The 

side-walker may use this if directed by the 

instructor or if all other prompts have been 

exhausted. The side-walker may put their hand 

over the students hand, hold the rein together 

and pull to show the student that the horse’s 

head will turn. 



Leaders 
The job of a ‘horse leader’ is to prepare his/her horse for the 

lesson and manage the horse during the lesson. Ideally each 

leader will be paired with the same horse every week. 

Leaders must arrive thirty minute before the lesson is 

scheduled to begin. The leader will: groom, tack, and warm 

up the assigned horse.  

The warm-up consists of walking, trotting, and halting your 

horse in both directions for ten minutes before the lesson. 

Warm up allows the volunteer and instructor to make sure 

that the horse is of sound mind and body, and to re-establish 

the bond between the leader and the horse before the 

student mounts. 

If there are any questions or concerns during this time, 

please ask a staff member for assistance. It is best to resolve 

any issues before the student mounts the horse. 



Correct Leading Techniques 
During Lesson: 

The leader must be aware and attend to his/her horse and the surrounding environment. Many distractions outside of the 

lesson may divert the horse’s attention. The leader is in charge of regaining the horse’s attention back to the lesson 

activities, so that the horse remains focused and safe for the rider.  

• Look up and forward to where you are leading your 

horse. 

• Be sure to hold the lead ropes 8 inches from the clip. 

This allows the horse to have freedom to move his head 

and neck around. 

• Be sure to walk next to the horse’s head to be able to best 

manage the horse. 

• Stay focused on the lesson and on your team. 

• Do not talk with rider during program 

• Keep a minimum of 2-3 horse lengths distance between 

the horse and the other horses in the arena. Not all horses 

get along with each other 

• Remember to leave room for the sidewalkers. Walk far 

enough away from obstacles, fences, walls and trees, to 

allow the side-walkers to stay in position. 

• Do not allow the horse to eat grass while the student is 

mounted, as it can throw the student off balance.

Be sure to occasionally check in with your team that they are safe



Remember: 

•The horse will look to their leader for guidance 

as to where to go, what to pay attention to, and 

how to feel. Deep breathing and reassuring 

words will help your horse get through difficult 

situations. The leader is in charge of the horse 

and must maintain this management even 

during emergencies.

Facing Off 

The leader will “Face Off” the horse every time the horse is 

stopped and needs to stand still. Facing off the horse is 

when the leader stands facing the horse but slightly to the 

side so that one shoulder is a foot in from of the horse’s 

head. If the horse walks forward, the leader can block the 

horse from moving. The leader should stand towards the 

side of the horse where the activity is taking place. 

(For example, if the student is mounting from the left side, stand with your left 

shoulder in front of the horse and your eyes watching the mount on the left side 

of the horse) 

Correct Facing Off Mounting Block Facing Off



Mounting 

1) Leader walks the horse into the mounting area single 

file, walking backwards to face the horse. Leader halts 

the horse straight and square. Leader remains “Facing 

off” and side-walker waits on the ground next to the off-

side block. 

2) Side-walker steps up onto the off-side block. He/she 

will hold the stirrup leather with right hand to counter-

balance the weight on the saddle. At the same time the  

side-walker will guide the leg of the rider over the hind 

end of the horse with left hand. 

3) When the instructor gives permission, the rider will 

ask the horse to walk-on. The leader will walk the horse 

by positioning his/herself on the left side of the horse, to 

be sure the horse stays straight and close to the mounting 

ramp/block. The instructor and the side-walker walk next 

to the leg of the rider, guiding the rider safely out of the 

mounting area. 



Additional Tips

DON’T:

LOOK DOWN 

WHILE LEADING 

YOUR HORSE

DON’T:

WRAP THE LEAD 

ROPE AROUND 

YOUR HANDS

DRAG OR STAND 

TOO FAR FROM 

YOUR HORSE

DON’T:



Communication & Questions 

• Leaders and horse handlers are key to helping our 

horse’s health and happiness. We strive for consistency 

in the handling of the horses. 

• Every farm teaches a different routine and training 

methods; we ask that everyone work with the ATRC 

horses the way that we teach. For the reason, we hold 

many continued education classes for volunteers. We 

also encourage our volunteers to talk to staff about any 

questions and observations that may come up. 

• If at any time you are unclear regarding your volunteer 

role or responsibilities, please direct questions to an 

instructor or staff member. During lessons, the 

instructor is responsible for each rider, horse and 

volunteer.  

• All directions from the instructor should be followed 

including the assignment of riders, horses, and 

volunteers. 

• We strive to develop and foster close-knit, educated 

community of volunteers. In order to achieve this, we 

welcome and encourage your questions and feedback. 

You also might notice something about a rider or horse 

that the instructor missed, so please speak up! 

• There is a question and comment box located on the 

Volunteer Desk. This is where you are encouraged to 

leave notes to the Volunteer Coordinator. We may not 

be available to chat between lessons, but please catch 

us after lessons, put a note in the comment box, call or 

email.



Correct 
Riding Positions



Full Seat 

• The rider should be sitting up straight and tall. 

• Eyes looking up and forward to where the horse is going. 

• The ear shoulder, hip, and heel should be in vertical 

alignment. 

• Heels should be down (or at least flat), toes pointing 

slightly upwards.

Half Seat (2 Point Position) 
• The rider stats up off the horse’s back and saddle. 

• The upper body should be slightly tipped forward, 

(hands resting/pushing down on the middle of the 

horse’s neck for balance as needed). 

• Heels are pressing down and in vertical alignment with 

the hip. 

• Shoulders should be back and eyes looking ahead 

beyond the horse’s ears.

Correct Full Seat Correct Half Seat Incorrect Positions



Hands 

• Riders should hold the reins up off the horse’s neck in 

front of their bellybutton. 

• Reins should come up through the horse’s head, come into 

the hand from the bottom and the extra rein come out of 

the top. 

• The thumbs should then fold over the top of the extra rein. 

Hold reins like an ice cream cone.

Please Keep in Mind: 

•These are guidelines for balanced 

riding. Not all of the students will be 

capable of holding these positions. With 

the support and guidance of the side-

walkers, the students will progress 

throughout the session. 

Correct  

Hand Placement

Incorrect  

Hand Placement

Correct Position 

of Stirrup/Foot



Our 
Equine Partners



Animal Welfare, 
Treatment & Care 

Therapeutic riding horses are a special and talented group 

of equines. They have very different lives when compared 

to show horses and privately owned horses.  

Many different people are handling our horses on a daily 

and weekly basis. It is un-natural for horses to have so 

many different handlers, and this can become confusing to 

them. 

At ATRC, we work very hard to make sure that our horses 

stay of sound mind and body. We want our herd to be happy 

and have fun in the job!



Equine Information 
During Lesson: 

• Horses are herd animals, they need to live in the 

protection of a group. 

• They are naturally claustrophobic. 

• Horses are constantly aware of our thoughts, moods, and 

feelings and they will react to these, as they would if a 

member of their herd sent the same message. 

• They take care of the members of their herd (family) 

making sure everyone is safe. 

• Horses are prey animals. 

• Horses are ale to form companionship attachments not 

only to their own species, but with other animals, 

including humans.

During LessonComparison figures detailing the difference in lifestyle for a therapy horse: 

Show Horse 
• 1 Trainer 
• 2 Riders 
• 3 Barn Workers 
• MISC. Professionals 
 Vet, Dentist, Farrier, Chiropractor,    
 Acupuncturist, Massage Therapist 

Average # of people handling each 
 horse per week: 6

ATRC Horse 
• 8 Program Rides 
• 2 Unmounted Lessons 
• 2 Staff Rides 
• 6 Leaders 
• 15 Side-Walkers 
• 5 Barn Volunteers  
• MISC Professionals  

 Vet, Dentist, Farrier, Chiropractor 

Average # of people handling each 
 horse per week: 38



Soundness 
During Lesson: 

Therapeutic riding is a difficult job for horses on many levels: physical, mental, and emotional. Only a small percentage of 

the horses that try out for this job will stay long term. Consistency with the treatment and training of our horses is 

imperative for their mental and physical health.

Mental 

• Our horses are allowed as much turnout with other equines as 

possible. 

• Staff and approved volunteers ride the horse’s favorite 

discipline to keep them 

challenged and happy (i.e. trail 

riding, jumping, dressage) 

• Staff and volunteers groom and 

bond with the horses so that we 

are all part of one happy balances 

herd.

Physical 

• Our horses are schooled by staff and approved volunteers 

to be sure to keep proper muscling. 

• Our veterinarians routinely check on the health and 

physical sounded of our horses. 

• All of the horse’s hooves are shod or trimmed every 6 

weeks. 

• The equine dentist checks their teeth once a year. 

• We feed a healthy, balanced diet, catered to each 

individual horse. 



Emergency 
Procedures



Protocol During Program 

If a problem arises, all other horses should halt where they are and face the occurrence, this will help the horses stay calm. 

Side-walkers should stay with their riders, waiting for further direction from the instructor. No one, including rider parents, 

should ever enter or leave the arena without direction from the instructor. Typically, the safest place for the rider to be in 

an emergency is on the horse.

Emergency Dismount 
An emergency dismount is performed when an instructor announces that it is 
necessary. An instructor may  as the side-walkers to do an emergency 
dismount, if there is a sudden change in horse behavior, where the rider cannot 
be safely secured on the horse 
1. When an instructor calls for an emergency dismount, the horse 

leaders halt and turn to face their horse 
2. Side-walkers inform the rider that they will be dismounting 

them. If there are two side-walkers, the rider dismounts 
towards the inside of the arena. 

3. Make sure the rider’s feet are free from the stirrups and hands 
are free from the reins. Place arms around the rider’s waist and 
gently guide rider off as you step away from the horse, the 
rider will remain in front of you. 

4. Move the rider safely away from the horse. 
5. The horse leader moves the horse safely away from the rider, 

making sure to keep the hindquarters facing away from the 
rider and volunteer pair. 

6. Leader remains with the horse. 
7. The off-side side-walker moves out of the way of the horse, 

and then turns to the rider. 

Fallen Rider or Medical Emergency 
Should a rider fall from a horse, become injured, or have a 
medical emergency during a lesson; all activity will stop. The 
instructor is responsible for managing the incident, including 
applying first aid if needed 

In The Event Of A Fall: 
1. The side-walker opposite the falling rider moves quickly away, 

allowing the horse to move away from the rider. 
2. The side-walker on the side of the fall may be able to assist the 

rider to the ground, or support and calm the fallen rider. 
3. Side-walkers remain with the rider until directed. The horse 

leader must remain with the horse. Follow directions from the 
instructor 

All instructors are certified in CPR and First Aid. Designated 
volunteers may be asked to assist by retrieving a first aid kit or 
calling for emergency assistance (911). An Incident Report must 
be completed by staff and any involved individuals for every 
incident. 



Spooked Horse 

Should a horse become frightened or overly nervous, side-walkers are to apply the “Arm Over Thigh” hold to stabilize 

the rider on the horse. The horse leader should always attempt to halt the horse and “Face Off.” The horse leader must 

always stay with the horse and be aware that the horse may move quickly forward or side step in either direction. As the 

horse moves, side-walkers need to continue their support to the rider by moving toward the horse, not away. Follow any 

continued direction from the instructor.

Side-Walker: Arm Over Thigh 

Loose Horse 

In the event that a horse may be loose in the arena, all leaders must stop their horses and face the free horse. This will help 

all of the horses to remain calm. The leader should walk calmly to retrieve the horse. All other volunteers should stay with 

their team. At no time should anyone run or yell, this will excite and scare the loose horse. Await further directions from 

the instructor. 

Horse Leader: Halt & Face Off 



Weather & Cancellation 
An email will be sent out to rider families to announce cancellations. You can always call the farm at (518) 765-2764 if 

you are uncertain about cancellations. If you need to cancel, please call the farm or email Lauren Longtoe at 

volunteer4ATRC@gmail.com with as much notice as possible. 

It is ALWAYS better if you can tell your instructor or Volunteer Coordinator the week before you will be absent. In the 

event of a weather conflict, therapeutic riding lessons will be moved to the barn for an un-mounted lesson. 

Evacuation Procedures 

In cases of fire, natural disaster, or unsafe situation: stop activity and listen to instructions. If no instructions are provided, 

assume the following: 

• Meeting Place: The rock at the end of the driveway, near the road. 

• Side-walker/Volunteers Directly Supervising Students: Escort students to evacuation meeting spot, stay with students 

until staff provided further instruction. 

• Leaders/Horse Handlers: Return horses to stall or other enclosed areas as able and move to meeting spot. 

• All Other Staff/Volunteers: Move immediately to meeting spot and assist as needed. 

• Instructor/Personnel In Charge: Call 911 as soon as possible. Take attendance of this at the site. Provide physical 

address, number of individuals, and nature of situation. Provide staff, volunteers, and students with directions as needed. 

mailto:volunteer4ATRC@gmail.com
mailto:volunteer4ATRC@gmail.com


Contact Information 
Additional information about Albany Therapeutic Riding Center and its program can be found via: 

primary tel: (518) 765-2764 

email: albanytherapeuticridingcenter@gmail.com 

farm address: 145 Bullock Rd. Slingerlands, NY 12159 

post address: P.O. Box 91 Slingerlands, NY 12159 

web: albanytherapeuticridingcenter.com  

facebook: https://www.facebook.com/albanytherapeuticridingcenterinc 

instagram: https://www.instagram.com/albanytherapeuticridingcenter/

http://albanytherapeuticridingcenter.com
https://www.facebook.com/albanytherapeuticridingcenterinc
https://www.instagram.com/albanytherapeuticridingcenter/
http://albanytherapeuticridingcenter.com
https://www.facebook.com/albanytherapeuticridingcenterinc
https://www.instagram.com/albanytherapeuticridingcenter/

